2018 PRIZE CATALOG

For your complete guide to prize levels and rewards, visit: aha.summitmg.com.
For information about your local Heart Walk, please visit: heartwalk.org.
LEVEL 1

$100-249.99
“Official 2018 Heart Walk T-Shirt”

LEVEL 2

$250-349.99

- Oversized Laminated Non-Woven Zippered Tote
- AHA Rangeley Box Cooler
- AHA Companion Shopper Tote
- AHA Travel Blanket
- AHA Gradient 18oz. Tumbler
- Whammo Bluetooth® Speaker

For your complete guide to prize levels and rewards, visit: AHA.SUMMITMG.COM.
LEVEL 3 $350-499.99

- Thermos® Hydration Bottle with Meter 24 oz.
- AHA Freedom Backpack
- AHA Spin-It Widget™ Bluetooth Speaker
- Vera Bradley® Iconic Zip ID Case
- AHA Bring-It-All Utility Kooler Bag
- 30-Piece Tool Set

LEVEL 4 $500-749.99

- elleven™ Travel Organizer Case
- AHA StaySafe Rescue First Aid Kit
- Ecolution® 3 Quart Popcorn Popper
- AHA Everlast® Yoga Mat with Sports Sling
- AHA Hybrid 2-In-1 Cooler
- AHA Men’s VEGA Tech Quarter Zip
- AHA Women’s VEGA Tech Quarter Zip
- AHA Cross® Classic Bound Journal Bundle Set

SHOP FOR A CAUSE. PURCHASE AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION PRODUCTS AT SHOPHEART.ORG
LEVEL 5 $750-999.99

- Supersonic® Virtual Reality Headset
- Callaway® Kickback Putt Cup Gift Set
- Stellar 8000 mAh Solar Power Bank
- Grove Portable Juice Blender 25 oz.
- High Sierra® Gift Set
- Ninja® Express Food Chopper
- Cuisinart® 3-Piece Grilling Tool Set with Grill Glove
- AHA Men’s Bowlen Polyfleece Half Zip
- AHA Women’s Bowlen Polyfleece Half Zip
- Relic® Vicky Multifunction Wallet Crossbody
- House of Marley® On-Ear Headphones

FOR YOUR COMPLETE GUIDE TO PRIZE LEVELS AND REWARDS, VISIT: AHA.SUMMITMG.COM.
LEVEL 6

$1,000-2,999.99

KitchenAid® Food Processor

Ninja® Master Prep®

Spirit Fitness® Pro Grade Exercise Mat

SuperSonic™ Bluetooth Smart Wristband Fitness Tracker

Under Armour® 12-Can Insulated Cooler

Hamilton Beach® Durathon® Ceramic Griddle

Coleman® 4D Divide™ LED Pack-Away™ Lantern

Naxa® Waterproof Action Camera

AHA Clique® Men’s Gerry Full Zip Hoodie

AHA Clique® Women’s Grace Full Zip Hoodie

SHOP FOR A CAUSE. PURCHASE AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION PRODUCTS AT SHOPHEART.ORG
LEVEL 7  $3,000-4,999.99

Hamilton Beach® 5.5 Quart, 2 Tier Digital Food Steamer

AHA Stormtech® Men’s Aquarius Fleece Jacket

AHA Stormtech® Women’s Aquarius Fleece Jacket

Coach® Pebble Leather Corner Zip

HoMedics® Smart Scale Body Composition with Bluetooth

Triumph® Tournament Bag Toss

Hamilton Beach® Food Dehydrator

Texsport® Sport/Beach Shelter

Hamilton Beach® Easy Reach Toaster Oven

Ninja® Master Prep® Pro System

Ion Audio Vinyl Motion Turntable

OXO® 22 lb. Digital Food Scale

FOR YOUR COMPLETE GUIDE TO PRIZE LEVELS AND REWARDS, VISIT: AHA.SUMMITMG.COM.
LEVEL 8 $5,000-7,499.99

Garmin® vivofit® 3
AHA Stormtech® Men’s Lightning Shell
AHA Stormtech® Women’s Lightning Shell

Coleman® Overnighter Camping Package
26” Shogun Trailblaster Bike - Men’s
26” Shogun Trailblaster Bike - Women’s

Dooney & Bourke® Florentine Foldover Zip Crossbody
Ray-Ban® Cockpit Sunglasses
20” Razor BMX Bike - Boy’s

20” Razor BMX Bike - Girl’s
Sony® Bluetooth Headphones
Escali® Track/Target Scale, Vitra Scale & Health Subscription
Ninja® Blender with Single Serve

SHOP FOR A CAUSE. PURCHASE AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION PRODUCTS AT SHOPHEART.ORG
LEVEL 9 $7,500-9,999.99

Fitbit® Blaze Special Edition

Dooney & Bourke® Claremont Domed Satchel

Schwinn® 27.5” High Timber Mountain Bike - Men’s

Schwinn® 26” High Timber Mountain Bike - Women’s

Schwinn® 24” High Timber Mountain Bike - Boy’s

Schwinn® 24” High Timber Mountain Bike - Girl’s

Bose® SoundLink Revolve+ Speaker

Samsonite® Silhouette XV Duet Voyage Garment Bag

ALPS Mountaineering® Beach Day

Calphalon® Classic Ceramic Nonstick 11-Piece Cookware Set

Polaroid® 18MP Digital Camera Bundle

Beats by Dre® Solo3 Wireless Headphones

FOR YOUR COMPLETE GUIDE TO PRIZE LEVELS AND REWARDS, VISIT: AHA.SUMMITMG.COM.
LEVEL 10 $10,000+

Body Flex® Magnetic Elliptical Trainer

Trek® Fitness Hybrid Bike - Men’s

Trek® Fitness Hybrid Bike - Women’s

GoPro® Hero5 Black Bundle

Eureka® Lovebird’s Camping Package

Apple® iPad 128GB Wi-Fi

Jura® Capresso Pro Brew & Grind

DeWalt® 4-Tool Combo Kit

Canon® Full HD Camcorder

SHOP FOR A CAUSE. PURCHASE AMERICAN HEART ASSOCIATION PRODUCTS AT SHOPHEART.ORG
HEART ATTACK WARNING SIGNS

• Uncomfortable pressure, squeezing, fullness, or pain in the center of the chest that lasts more than a few minutes or goes away and comes back.

• Pain or discomfort in one or both arms, the back, neck, jaw or stomach.

• Shortness of breath with or without chest discomfort.

• Other signs such as breaking out in a cold sweat, nausea or lightheadedness.

STROKE WARNING SIGNS

• Sudden numbness or weakness of the face, arm or leg, especially on one side of the body.

• Sudden confusion, trouble speaking or understanding.

• Sudden trouble seeing in one or both eyes.

• Sudden trouble walking, dizziness, loss of balance or coordination.

• Sudden severe headache with no known cause.

For more information call 1-800-AHA-USA (1-800-242-8721) or visit heart.org.

For more information call 1-888-4-STROKE (1-888-478-7653) or visit strokeassociation.org.